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PREFACE

In this dissertation, the analytic properties and asymptotic

behaviour of two and three particle amplitudes have been studied for

a large class of potentials using the related mathematical techniques

of Fredholm theory and Functional Analysis. The first three sections

of this work are devoted to a study of the analytic properties and

asymptotic behaviour for large £ of two particle scattering

amplitudes using methods based on Predholm theory. In the remain¬

ing three sections the analytic properties in the energy and total

angular momentum of two and three particle amplitudes are studied

using the very elegant methods of Functional Analysis. Especially

the partial wave integral equations corresponding to the Fadeev

equations are derived and the kernel of these equations is studied

to obtain the analyticity properties in the energy and total

angular momentum.

All the material in this dissertation is asserted to be

original except where explicit references are cited.

I am indebted to Professor N. Kemmer for the hospitality of

the Tait Institute, and to Dr. E.J. Squires for his constant advice

and guid.ance during all phases of this work.
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INTRODUCTION

For the past few years considerable attention has been

devoted to the study of the analyticity properties of scattering

amplitudes as a function of the energy and angular momentum.

Attention has also been paid to the asymptotic behaviour of

these amplihides for large values of the angular momentum or

the momentum transfer. In fact, it has been shown'that for
a large class of potentials the two particle scattering ampli¬

tudes have simple analyticity properties and asymptotic behaviour

in the energy and angular momentum. These properties then allow

one to determine the scattering amplitude uniquely for the class

of potentials considered. It is then a relatively simple matter

to generalize the various properties or conditions on the ampli¬

tude to suit relativistic kinematics, and this will lead almost

unavoidably to another possible condition, namely crossing. In

this way one is led to a theory which may well have a unique

solution, that is, one containing no (or few) arbitrary para¬

meters.

So far, the above line of development has been most useful

in the theory of strongly interacting particles. Now, an

important fact of strongly interacting particles is that they do

not involve zero mass particles. This means, that the forces are

of finite range, and therefore have an appreciable contribution

for only a limited number of angular momentum states at a given



energy. It also means that at low enough energies, two

particle Btates need only he considered. This low energy

region is where strong interaction theory has had its main

success so far. It is dominated by a finite number of bound

states and resonances. It is well known that the location of

these bound states and resonances are given by the poles of

the scattering amplitude and that the residues at these poles

determine the strength of the interaction in which they are

involved. Progress has mainly consisted in finding rules and

techniques for handling these bound states and resonances.

They are essentially quite simple. Exchanged resonances are

treated just like elementary particles and their contributions

to the forces calculated from the Born approximation, and

resonances in processes that are actually being observed are

treated by effective range formulas of various types.

At higher energies we can no longer ignore three particle

states. However, one can extend the technique of treating

resonances as particles which worked so well at lower energies.

Especially one thinks of the peripheral approximation which has

had some success lately. It is clear that this approximation

must eventually break down when the production process becomes

fairly large for the same reason that the ordinary Born approxi¬

mation breaks down — it takes no account of unitarity.

There is hope that this state of affairs may be radically

altered. There is at present considerable activity and interest

in the study of three and many particle systems. Especially

Fadeev^ has succeeded in presenting a mathematically rigorous



theory of non~relativistic three particle systems. Starting

from the Fadeev equations written in a somewhat modified form,
( 5}

Lovelace*1 ' has studied the analyticity properties of three

particle amplitudes as a function of the total energy using

very elegant operator techniques. His investigations show

that these amplitudes have additional * right hand cuts" besides

the usual three particle right hand cut starting from the origin.

These additional cuts originate at branch points associated with

the two particle bound state poles in a two particle Hilbert

space.

The above discussion points clearly to the importance of

studying the analyticity properties and asymptotic hehaviour

in the energy and angular momentum of two and many particle

amplitudes. It is the aim of this thesis to undertake such a

study, and also to show that from a purely mathematical point

of view how one may derive the results for both the two and

three particle amplitudes, quickly and concisely, by using the

related mathematical techniques of Fredholm theory and functional

analysis. The first three chapters investigate the analytic

properties and asymptotic hehaviour of two particle amplitudes

(taken on the energy shell) using the methods of Fredholm theory.

The remaining three chapters are devoted to a study of the

analyticity properties in the energy and angular momentum of two

and three particle amplitudes considered off the energy shell

using very elegant methods of functional analysis. Throughout

the thesis we only consider the case for scattering by a super¬

position of Yukawa potentials for particles with zero spin.
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In Section I the two particle amplitude S(£,k) is

defined for complex I and k. The analyticity properties of

3(-6,k) as a function of I and k as well as its asymptotic

"behaviour for large £ is studied in Section 2. In particular,

it is shown that s(£,k) is meromorphic in the finite rig&t

half l plane and that it has the desired asymptotic behaviour

in all directions of the I plane given by -M •

We have not extended our method to include the case along the

imaginary I axis. In Section 3 the many channel problem is

considered. The amplitude is shown to have analogous analyticity

properties and asymptotic behaviour. The results of this section

have been published^ ^ .

In Section U we review the analyticity properties of two

particle amplitudes in the energy and angular momentum using

the very elegant techniques of functional analysis. These in¬

vestigations relate only to off the energy shell matrix elements.

It is shown how the use of these techniques allows one to arrive

at the desired results very quickly and elegantly.

The partial wave integral equations corresponding to the

Fadeev equations are deduced in Section 5» These are a set of

coupled integral equations connecting the various three particle

amplitudes.

Finally, the analyticity properties of these amplitudes are

derived in Section 6. The kernel of the partial wave integral

equations derived in Section 5 is studied by operator techniques

to derive analyticity properties in the total energy s and in

a particular continuation of the total angular momentum J

(viz., that in which the relative angular momentum between any
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pair of particles is kept fixed). As expected, the analytic!ty

properties in the total energy are the same as those found by
( 5}

Lovelacev . We also find that for the particular continuation

adopted, the amplitudes are meromorphic functions in the total

angular momentum J except for kinematical cuts. These

kinematical cuts are a generalization of those which occur in

the two particle case where the particles have spinv '. They

do not affect the Sommerfeld Watson transform since they cancel

in the appropriate expressions^10^. It is also shown that had

we adopted the other continuation (viz., that in which the

angular momentum of the third particle about the centre of mass

of the remaining pair is kept fixed) we would have obtained

dynamical cuts in the J plane. However, it is pointed out,

that in this case, we are unable to prove that the square of the

kernel in question is square summable. Our results are in accord
(11}

with those of Newtonv ' who has recently analyzed and discussed

the various continuations and the resulting analytlcity properties.
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I. The Definition of s(t.k) for complex I and k,

The starting point of our considerations is the partial

wave Schrodinger equation,

i -L-

nr:
+ V" U-t+i)

T
-vw - o

(1.1)

where we have chosen the natural units ft = 2m = 1 ; m

being the reduced mass of the system.

The potential VCis assumed to he a superposition of

Yukawa potentials and has the form

VM — \ cr(j^) - or (1.2)

(1.3)

where cr Caa) is a suitable weight distribution. We also

assume that

CO

cJy -r |VW| < °0
o

A solution ^ for physical k and I can be defined

through the integral equation

■=

(1A)
+ (<Jy'GC±)(4>; v Tr')VCY') YC+)C4,'k)Y')

where ^ {-I, kj-0 is the solution of (l.l) without the

potential. The Green's functions Q ^ y0 and

Cn_(j^4 V j Y^y;) refer to outgoing and incoming
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spherically scattered waves respectively and are represented in

the form

(1#5)
-V" +GC±)(a,*;*,*') = -

/■ 00

X_
TT

where

-uaUO = Ji+x (v) u.6)

Xj[-V-J- C-^r) are Bessel functions of the first kind and

——= T—X— ±\Tr"S(V-^) (1.7)
-k' -V +^ */ - \c~

We see immediately that the function

r , i \ 2. (7, , lAx(V^)'Ux(kV)
0

with complex £ and k is an analytic continuation of Q*snd Gi .
Whether one obtains G*or G~ for physical t and k depends essen¬

tially on how one approaches the real k axis, i.e. from above or from

below. In this sense and C^" are opposite boundary values of a

single analytic function G (1, defined as above. We can

therefore define

t oo

2__
TT \C j* £ o

as the analytic continuation of G for complex I and k. To

extend this definition below the real k axis, we first observe

that the discontinuity of the function Q (-1, k ; 0
across the real k axis is — 2 \ TAxC'k'O'HxG?/Y0 .
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This allows us to infer that the required continuation is

%

IT
i— O

4- X \ -k 1 -IAjlC^V)%(V^)
V -kx X^k<o (1#9)

It is immediately obvious that (1.9) has the appropriate

value on the real axis as approached from "below. Similarly,

one can define an analytic continuation of G for complex I

and k.

We can now formally define the solutions "M' (A>Gof
(1.1) for complex I and k through the integral equation (l.h)
with G(3<>^0Y0 given by (1.8) and (1.9).

The behaviour of the free solutions 'M'c (X-k}v) at infinity
(12)

is known to bev '

-j-4L-air3Hrt^j
(1.10)

the various constant factors being chosen so as to be identical

with those appearing in the asymptotic behaviour of "^Ve. (A->
for physical £ and k. It is usual to define the amplitude

GC-kk) for physical t and k through the asymptotic

relation
r

\ytSCkW)-^[\kv]
(1.11)

We define S Ckk) for complex •£ and k through this

relation. This definition is purely formal since so far we have



not demonstrated the existence and analytic properties of the

partial wave amplitude for complex I and k.

Following Regge^1^ we can define regular solutions

and and also the Jost solutions an(*

4 (A> *^)~0 * Tlie solu'fcic,n can he expressed in
terms of the Jost solutions amd

and the Jost functions and \ (&, 1 *w] ") . This

then enables one to express the asymptotic behaviour of °P(Ajk}-i)
in terms of the known asymptotic behaviours of 4(X» -Ui"0 and

4" (\, [-1 iTf,V) »

<P (*,*,,)v 'Y-»0° a-k
-aouWI-i'kv] — •)

X Xtf] su^\>4^41
(1.12)

Comparison with (1.11) enables one to write

S(^j
401,wt-"]) (1.13)

and

-k
-yCl.k.y) = ^=[^1] , ,, 7 ,r ■ v. . ...

Also

-k

^[a5]_^_ *.kv) (1#15)



Starting with eq.. (1.1) and using (1.10) and (1.11) one can

deduce the formula

= - RiV
oO

Ay u^Ck-v)VO)M'(a, k,Y)
o

(1.16)

Let us write formally the Fredholm solution

eq., (l.l) for complex I and k

iooAy 'x>(Aj k; y,y ') VC^O "M* (kv^

(1.17)

where x>C^k) and X> (A-> k j y,yA) are defined by
OO

^

D(-1A) = 1 +H^r(n P^V(vs))M.||Q(-IA,y5j^)
/Vt-| ■ \^ = | o / 1

(1.18)

and

OO

-k
yv -1

_* <VU

o^/JL co

Y\ j^YsV(^<^-4-W+-1
S = | o

Q (A,k • f,Y /) G, (A, k; Y v,)
GCkk^.^'J) GCVk, y Y.)

\
• -G(kk;YY
• • GCkk^jY^)

GGA;Y^) GC^k;^/,). . .G(U;%^)

Substitution of (1.17) into (1.16) yields

(1.19)
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/• oO

.oQ oO
/

- ^V~1[;D(A>)]~1Uv c\w'uxMv&) i>(xMw)%(-ky0V6")
o O

(1.20)

Using the representation (1.8) for G (A- ^ j v0 we can-

write 33(4,^) in the form

oO

D(M0 = H
1
L-VU

MT 1. Gv'V(v^)))cU-Vv
,oO

*4"k
^JL (-k,trx)ux(y^v<)

"> j.V-V

(1.21)

If we now extract the factor

oO

4-k. (*=l,a-, . -

from each column of the determinant and multiply each row of

this determinant by

re>0

'Ujs.CVXe) V(^r) y C*" =
we shall obtain

DO°° , *0
\ ,W

r>(M) = 1+J2 aAV 4f
y^-c

//M'1"+'ky +vk£
a-kv+^

(1.22)



(13)
where we have used the fact thav *"

'°°
t {°* ~ /\C+M'X+/*

i eW OAjlC^)VCv)%(Vv) - x p/* %V 2Ut r*

A > iw* \ •+ 1 v i (1.23)

where the Qju 5 are Legendre functions of the second kind.
Using the abbreviation Q,Cfor the integral on

the right hand side of (1.23)» we can write (1,22) as

:d(MO = \ +5 -v\ J
~ J

^ rcO

1

$■=1 'K-#y
iduk Q. (X i

Xvw-k <? o

(1.2U)

If we use the form (1.9) for G (A ) "GyO we ^ln<3- "that

*°

c-ovv/—/'eo

t
^W't AV^),

X As-iv 3.
IT

CO

-.-x.—r; ~ + *1 ^ A) Y*-)
— o

X^-k ^

If we now write the determinant in this expression as a sum

of 2n determinants and proceed as before we shall obtain
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oq

xx*X = t+Hi
'W -

00

1
, . . ,

mu j-1 i

CO

-k^/ks) |

Qfr k» -V V -
«eO

s-kt - k^

x Ji-Jv
i^r Q(JLi tk.1 Q(4;-k,,k)

»

^Qi(X)VMd' ■ * V^CJL>-^A--0
"LA^. (1.25)

Defining
/■ cO *. oO

Ni (X j W) — a Uv jclv Uj_(V<v) \J(?) X)(j( , W j X Y [) t\x(-kv ^)V('y/3
C C>

(1.26)

and using representations (1.8) and (1.9) for G((Aj^jvjy0 »

we find toy a calculation very similar to that used in the case

JD^JLjk) ' the forms
oO

N(U)
n\ = o

-VU

/Vu

S-o e

i k0>V)

<^s\yX ^lw-v-\

^-aO-;t, fe.) -voo>k-K). . . -k Q<k;-fe>-)
"cr^C^-i • ■ < ~rt Q(J i) ^*0

• » ^

J * '

, , ifQ0-;

^ o (1.27)



—iu—

N0->) Q(f 3 ko/k)

X As4vv +
Q(k k,W) ifQ(a;-MO .

^QlCK.K^o) -*tQC*;KO •
/ ^

. . XQ(i, ^K)
. - -jfQ(fi

. . ^Q(kMw)

\ / .. OQ , \
+H^r(n kA)/w.-o \<3=1 o s '

X AA,w. + |

xfe-'Q(l\k,\C) -LQCl.-k,^,) . . . JfQ(-l',-fe,U)
-iK'Q(t,K,» -L-QC*.; . . . -LQ(l; ■k.jkO

• I >

9 i

v k'Q(k kw(k.) QCk "k^k^ . , »~jfQC^j "kw^'k'w^
L~k < o

(1.28)

We are now able to write eg.. (1.20) in the form

SO-AM = -ifc-i Q(i,'k,k) •+
NQ»
D(t»J (1.29)

This equation with and NJ(X; k^ defined by

eqns. (1.2U), (1.25) and (1.27), (1.28) respectively, will now be

used to determine the analytic properties and asymptotic behaviour

for large £ of the amplitude £ (A, k) .
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2. The Analytic Properties and Asymptotic Behaviour of S(JL, k).

One of the merits of using Fredholm theory in the investi¬

gation of analyticity properties and asymptotic behaviour of

partial wave amplitudes is that one can treat both these almost

simultaneously. As we shall see later in this section, the

derivation of both the analytic properties and asymptotic be¬

haviour for large X of the amplitude S( X ,k) is very much

dependent on a knowledge of the domain of uniform convergence

of the functions D( X , k) and N( X, k) for complex X and k.

Indeed, once we have determined this domain, it is a short and

easy matter to derive either the analytic properties or the

asymptotic behaviour for large X of the amplitude S( I , k).
We begin by studying the analytic properties of S( X, k) as a

function of X ' -k .

2.1. The Analytic Properties of k)

To investigate the existence and analytic properties of

S(X t k), we examine the existence and analytic behaviour of
the individual terms in (1.29). We begin by looking at the

analyticity properties of D(X, k). We write
Po

D(t» = 1 (2a)
AV — t

with

r ca \

J| ~rr Q ^ ^s) (2.2)
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To Investigate the analytic properties of ID(Xit is

necessary that one examines the analytic behaviour of each

and then enquires into the uniform convergence of the series (2.1).

As can be seen from eq. (2.2), each X>(,W>(X,*0 is an n-tuple

integral whose analytic behaviour as a function of X and k can

be investigated with the help of the following theorem36
Theorem It The integral

,CO

cAXj ♦ . . > *■ • , Xva. j X i > • •
o o

is an analytic function of , Xv~ in a domain C^£|>..
(i) 4(*t>. ip. . is an analytic function of X>o- . >

when
. Xw is on the path of integration and }

is on C

(ii) the integral converges in the domain C

(iii)
/O0 s

Ui,...u^-2i (v = i,..,*0
i J ^'v >O O

converges uniformly on every closed and bounded subset of C(5i > •

Since the Legendre functions occurring in (2.2) are

analytic in the finite X plane except at X equal to the negative

integers, we see that the Integrand of the n-tuple integral in (2.2)
must be an analytic function of X and k in a domain which is the

product of the finite X plane excluding the negative integers and

the M. plane,

it This theorem is really a combination of a lemma cited in
Whittaker and Watson's<14) "Modern Analysis", and Hartog's
theorem(l5). Hartog's theorem states that, if, in a domain C,
a function of m complex variables is holomorphic in each
variable separately, the others held fixed, then it is holo¬
morphic in the m variables simultaneously within C.
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In this domain, therefore, eq. (2.2) satisfies condition (i)

of theorem I.

We now investigate the convergence and boundedness of

(2.2). To do this, it will prove convenient to introduce the

integral representation^*^

_

TT

Ak(-<> kccrsi) * (2.3)
° TUi>-l

when "$ is not on the real axis between +1 and -1 and has the

form

"O - ;
(2.4)

Using (2.3) and (2.4) we can write

"RJL > -1
(2.5)

where

'00 fT\ / \ \X"M | .
=

' <2-6)
A i v
Using (2.5) we can write (2.2) as
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= ^(fl cU^ Vh)
r>K- ■ txj

~^(l | ^s+'Jl<l;-k,,>s)
T~~kZ o_ tvA >-i

(2.7)

so that

Dwa«i < -& (n {dxUjf^+ll(J!;KA)
'Rlj(>-( (2.8)

Use of Hadamard's inequality for determinants yields (17)

" <yy

•>-=[ o
ST/ . j[A | T W+'-fl- ^>s))

L- S-| -Y=l

HxX > - I
A.

Using the bound (Al) (see Appendix) , and the condition (1.3)

on the potential we find that (2,9) becomes

3>M0U>) <
At

M,1

•w/, -w r

n
S=|

c<^sb
/OO

4^ o+V)
e -i

iv-*l _

> - 1

o< €<±

(2.10)

where a is any positive constant. The infinite integral

occurring in (2.10) is convergent in the k plane excluding

t/w->k = 0 and uniformly convergent in every closed sub-

domain of this domain. Writing

x For Appendix see p. b5
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ioo MT'- V-
M (2.11)

where M is a constant which can depend on k, we get

finally

Ikl > -I, 1^k>o

CX Cv^),

(2.12)

From (2.11) and (2.12) we infer that XDC^;C^ k) is
C )

convergent in a domain C defined by the product of the

upper half k plane excluding Xw~ h. - o and the finite -t
plane given by 1^.1 >-1 • .Also Ty^?(Xj-k) is uniformly

convergent in Uc^ which is the union of every closed and
bounded subdomain of C^te. •

We nox* investigate the third and final condition regarding

the analytic behaviour of X?^ » that is, we investi¬

gate the convergence of

D*(u)= Ml

oO

cl-k, , , ,]c^k
cx3 p, /w,

9
/Vs. n(v>fcvit"ir^A+^(^k^)

"Rti->i, X~>bo (2.13)

and

m . OO

5 = 1 O

> - i
j Tw-k ^ o

(2.14)

We first deal with (2.13). Proceeding in a manner similar
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to that between (2.7) and (2.10) one finds that

V = t O S= | )

where we have used the bound (A.l). The infinite integral

occurring under the summation sign in (2.15) is convergent

in a domain consisting of the upper half k plane excluding

Xz. - o » and uniformly convergent in every closed sub-

domain of this domain. Hence we see that X-> V) is
convergent in an<* uniformly convergent in U

We now discuss the convergence of (2.14). Using the fact

that for a determinant of order n whose elements are dif¬

ferent iable functions of x we have

A-x cA x
yK=| \>=|

where GO are the cofactors of order "Vv —

find that

we

S = | -Y = |

-*>0

1

3 = | O (2.16)
TU >-i, x-W

where !--$>( V) is the cofactor of order Av -\ in the

determinant given in (2.14). We first observe that T^yd)
is exactly the determinant occurring in (2.7) except that it

is of order Av - J # We could therefore carry out an analysis
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exactly similar to that undertaken between (2.7) and (2.10).

Such an analysis would enable us to conclude that

fOO , oO f °0 /DO

r%£?r'
o ° O o

, Tw-k > O (2.17)

is convergent in the domain C an(3 uniformly con¬

vergent in U .

Also using the bound (A.2) and the condition (1.3) on

the potential we have

t>o

\^Kr. K o

-31
Cc^sk 14^ -

rs ^

IRvi >-I, o (2.18)

The left hand side, therefore, must be convergent in

C and uniformly convergent in • Since

(2.17) also has the same domain of convergence we have finally

that X> is convergent in C and uniformly
C ^p)

convergent in U *-k •

We therefore see that X> *0 » X>^ and
X> 0-j k) ar9 convergent in C and uniformly

convergent in LJ • All the conditions of theorem I

are now satisfied and T> 0->'k ) is an analytic function

of X and k in the domain C .

We shall now show that the series

oO

ID(a,a<0 - 1 -v- ^2 32c~?(AA) (2,i)
X\-l
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w * *—^A
is uniformly convergent in the domain U^ . From (2.12)
we see that

——
— z (\ +—M —> ° s ^

/\J /vv -f | ^ J
(2.19)

We can shoose M to he a constant independent of k and X

by restricting ourselves to a domain where the left hand side

of (2.11) is uniformly convergent. We have shown this domain

to be U • Hence (2.19) shows that the series of positive

terms ">~\
_ Cv, is convergent in this domain. Since

| i ^ f'or n in domain U 9 the
series (2,1) is uniformly convergent there.

Using the theorem

Theorem IIS Let \^(^\ ^ - >j be a sequence
of functions analytic in D, a domain* of , and uniformly

convergent on every closed and bounded subset of D. Then

4 ~ 4. \ AA-
bo

is an analytic function in DJ

and choosing our functions to be

= 2213w c*.^ = 1
or= o

we find that

/w °o ^

C. -pi
is an analytic function of X and k in C , where the

domain is defined below (2.12).

x is the space ofrn-tuples of complex numbers f ~Z
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We now turn to the study of the analytic properties of

N(X , k). We write
oO

N(A,k.) = XI
aiv =-c (2.20)

with

NM&k) = Xr(n
r co

\ ^ = o

X

Q (f J>k;-ko)

it Q0-jk>"k«0

— -\c

1fQ(k'k»

, , "it7 Q 0-J ^

-^QCaj^Ao) %QC1^^)' - >-VQ(k^-,^X)
Xv^-k ^ O

(2.21)

As before we investigate the analytic behaviour of each

Kj ^(XM) hy the use of theorem I, and then enquire into
the uniform convergence of the series (2.20). We immediately

see from (2.21) that the integrand of the n + 1 tuple integral

defining is analytic in the finite X plane

except at the negative integers. However, its analytic be¬

haviour in the k plane is more complicated than that of

Dw as some of the functions Qjt occurring in
the integrand now have complex arguments due to the presence of

k. Now, Q^O'O *s analytic in the -<> plane supposed cut
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cut along the real axis from +1 to - tyo . Let us examine what

happens to this cut when viewed in the k plane with

4- ranging over the

values from zero to infinity. Writing

y-4 M-T+fc"-
~ ~ a

3 - °o < c < i
2 -ks k

we find that

^ = C'ks± ^C--T) -/A^- (2.22)

with O -ks < °° > ~ 00 < c - 1 (2.23)

We

O

-ks and

shaded

therefore see that "K regarded as a function of

in the ranges defined by (2.23) traces out the

Fig. 1. Analyticlty region of



area in Fig. 1. That is, the cut in the plane between

+1 and - oo is transformed into the shaded area given by

| , T=ol k. ^ O J I Taa- V \ j 0 ^ Hence

Qjl (^A1" + 2.'fes+O is an analytic function of k in the strip
1J—AO # This means that the integrand of

|\j^(i,k) as given by (2.21) is an analytic function of X and
k in a domain which is the product of the finite X plane ex¬

cluding the negative integers and the k plane defined by

C>< , TXl-K ^ o .

The calculations which one undertakes to discuss the con¬

vergence of N k) and the functions N ,

Kl ^ (X, *0 which are defined by n + 1 tuple integrals
over the first partial derivatives with respect to k and X
of the integrand of 1S|C^ (X>k) , are similar to those under¬
taken in the cases of ID^Cxk) ? IP(A> and D^(Xk)
We shall indicate briefly the analysis with regard to Ni ^(X-k)
and only cite the results as far as IN^ CX, K) and N^(ijk)
are concerned.

Starting from eq. (2.21) and using (2.3) and (2.5) one

finds that

=

x.\X,

Q(i; k, N.)

, , cX^.V) '

U-t

XX !>-!_, -W ^ o
(2.24)
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If now we proceed In a manner similar to that between

(2,7) and (2,10) using the bounds (A,3) and (A.4) we would

obtain

^-r <>+*?)«'
S-o L o

, o € < 2_

(2.2?)

Use of (2,11) then allows one to write

-Vvtj_

o -C <■ y^o, T5>- 1 ~ 17 (2.26)

Hence we see that is convergent in a domain

CC ^0xx which is the product of the strip of the k plane

given by O <. Tv~-k <./**> and the finite Jt plane given by
1^, it >-l • Also Nf is uniformly convergent in

which is the union of every closed and bounded subdomain of
f* CKi)^ IM. •

Similar calculations yield the result that Nl
and Ni ^"2? (jL, AO are convergent in and uniformly
convergent in LJ^x • However, the restrictions imposed by
the first condition of Theorem I (namely, that the Integrand of

as given by (2,21) is an analytic function of k

in a domain given by 0< Tv~ -W <M©;> ^ o ) allows only
for a much smaller domain of analytlcity, since it excludes that

part of the domain for which < o . Hence N (,v0(X>*t)is
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is an analytic function of X and k in a domain C
which is the product of the strip of the k plane defined "by

0 < M. /*■ c j ^ ° and the X plane defined by

;> \ • Row it is easy to show that the series (2.20)

converges uniformly in a domain LJ which is the union

of every closed and hounded subdomain of C • The proof

runs on exactly the same lines as that in the case of X>CtA) •

Use of Theorem II now enables us to state that Ni V*.) is an

analytic function of X and k in the domain •

We shall now extend the analyticity domain to include the

left half portion of the k plane. If we make the substitution

(^s = o^ \_,, . >'v0 in the integration variables on the

right hand side of (2.21) we shall obtain

N^'CA»-= ^r(n
S —o —oo * '

Q(t; kJ ka) f , , C- ^0.(^; k^w)f
«

X(-I)vv""^14'aa+»
i *

X^k^o (2.27)

where we take the upper or lower sign according as

V / \

This fact stems from the property of the Legendre functions

that(19 >
QjuC--4) = - Qjl(H)
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where we take the upper or lower sign according as -9 0 •

The integrand of as given in (2.27) can he shown

by an analysis similar to that used before in the case of eq.

(2.21) to be analytic in the region o <l^-k</Ao , 71m.-k. $ o
when k j 'k-w iS on the path of integration. Indeed,
if we repeat the analysis that was performed in the case of eq.

(2.21) to derive its analytic properties with eq. (2.27), we

shall obtain the result that t\l C J-j J*-? is analytic in the

domain C which is the mirror reflection of the domain

on imaginary k axis. We therefore see that

fsj CAj Jz) is analytic in the union of the domains C and

C > which is just the domain C defined after eq.

(2.26).

We are now in a position to discuss the analytic properties

of by making use of the formula

= 3^- (1>29)

Wow the first term In eq. (1.29) which is also known as

the Born term is analytic in a domain Caj^ defined as the

product of the k plane cut along the imaginary axis from

X to X - xoo and -k = o to - -Voo (for

Integer JL this cut starts from—) and the right

half X plane given by 'Rv 4 ;> - / • Let us now examine the

second term. Since Z> C.^ It Is clear that
f\l tA; A )/is meromorphlc in the domain C, ,

We shall now enlarge the domain of analyticity of N (X &) and

ZD Cx>A) byusing a method which is a slight generalization

of that due to Regge ;.
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The Jost solution defined for 'Rjuv can be continued

analytically in the half plane ""p*.-y > o (where -r = 8

Its asymptotic behaviour is (, -V > o) .

A-t0, r) —' <X (o~) -krj + A, 6r) [-v kyj (i-yj ->°oj)

The function "0 is an analytic

function for

-V CT^k.)CTwv)^ — (T^O[(Tvwk) + CR^k)
that is, for (2>2g)

C -k.3 t'a^~ <t~ ^ ,

> O
and continuous and bounded if

(V-^) + (R^-k) \o^g~ — D , (2.29)
> o

Equation (2.28) defines a domain ^k<r~ in which the function

40-,-fc -a^[= [\k.yr\ is analytic. This domain
can also be viewed in a four dimensional (_4?,-y) space and has the
half plane "PjlV > o as a subspace. Since the function

\(\, -k^^-Air] v) [V^kvl is analytic and bounded in
~R^v > D » the limit ®ust be independent of cr~

thus

A(c^ - ° <w|-*«o)

Similarly A(j>) ^ *(o) — 1 CM ->o°)

~jk This follows from the Theorem^0). If f(z) —> a as z -><*>
along a straight line, and f(z) —> b as z->co along another
straight line, and f(z) is regular and hounded in the angle
bwtween, then a = b, and f(z) —> a unifoimly in the angle.



Then the analytic continuation of coincides

with the new Jost function^' 4"j ^<r ^'
Mr - [X<r] on A4^ :

- X(A>k^[-\w],r) (2,30)

U°

<P,(*■>K ^■?) =^[-i(X+1)r]"p(i^j^j-vir]^-r) (2.31)

i,(A.VH'tv*]) = (2>32)

Also

[-<*],?) = 1
V (2.33)

Cp(4.,-k^4 [-«!,-<-) = ?(A>>^)J

Using (1.14), (2.31), (2.32) and (2.33) we find that on A^

(A,V, ?) = ^(A,K-r) (2.34)

Uoting that

'HjlGV'O = VxQ*r) (2.35)

and using (2,34) and (1.17) one easily establishes that on

i.oo . <>oo—-v,(f')w(-krr)=U'—^XV6r'33)(t,*,r) J mk) (2i36)

where

V,c^) = VC^^bVj) (2.37)
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Also using (2.35") and (2.37) we have

o

X \_2.\crj 'UL C-k.-Y'0
Comparison with the right hand side of (2.36) shows that on Afeo-

3>(*,V; fsO
(2.38)JD(-U0 ])^V)

Using eq. (1.26), (2.3?), (2.37) and (2.38) we have on

JX*.*) *
O O

d v fkv) V (V) k)~^ ^ VCV')
^ CO .

a? ds'x(V?)v;(?)2%M^
o o

d)(A>k(r)

i: JUn<J\^> jj- V CT^j Kiakj-D(iAcr) (2.39)

The general analysis used to determine the analytic

behaviour with regard to the variable k could also have been

used for the variable Mg- yielding the result that

N\ (4-1 'kcr) / XD 61,-k<r) is certainly meromorphic in the part

of the plane defined by

C&Jk) Sv~<r < lwk<r { - (wk)CG-scr-b 6^k)S^<rl <M6 c-cr^cr + <^<r
lv^k>6 (2.40)

with
= ("Rxk)^°^o (jk-k)'Vw-cr- (2.AT)
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and

-t o (2.28)

This is also the meromorphy domain of N 6l>R)/Xp in

view of the relation (2.39). This domain depends on CT where

| cr I -^1 . The function N 3P (U, *s therefore

meromorphic in the union of all domains of the kind given by

(2.40)5 this union is simply the k plane cut along the imaginary

axis from k = ijiQ to k = + i oo and k = 0 to k = -ioo.
It is easy to show, with the help of eqns. (1.25) and (1.28)

that for physical values of X , the cut in th9 lower half k

plane starts from—• We see therefore that

(\j (-*> -k)/p (A)k) is certainly meromorphic in the domain
Wow we have seen earlier that the Born term is analytic in this

domain except for a pole at k = 0. Sqn. (1.29) now tells us

that the partial wave amplitude (X>R) is a meromorphic
function of X end k in the domain £-Ji\ •

2.2. Asymptotic Properties of for large X.

The asymptotic behaviour of -R") ?0T large JL can

be studied with the use of eqn. (1.29). To show that

has the desired asymptotic behaviour for large X , it Is
evident from eqn. (1.29) that one must also show that

Is bounded from below; in other words it does not have any

zeroes for large -X , I ^
We have seen in Section 2.1 that Is uniformly

convergent in the upper half k plane excluding Xvw-W-a
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for all values of lying in the half plane ~ 1 .

Now the equation (1.24) for 2D(4.,Jk) can be written with the
help of (1.23) and the integral representation

4+4- r**

(21)

(I * f
^ ^£*+01^

as

1<± X > -1

00 ( ^ , co \ / Vi_ , cO
DC*,V) = 1 J^' cr(^i)

(2.42)

<v=> © _ Vj, -v^ 7\

<Aa\\, ^Tr(Ui) ^ £v^ (AeyW- <pr+
x(c-»*+Y)a'H C^^sO ^ (2.43)

Since the infinite series in (2.43) as well as the multiple

integrals defining the individual terms of the series is uni¬

formly convergent in O , we can interchange the order
of the limit process \i\ oo and the various summation signs

and integrals in this domain. We can now evaluate the limit

—> co . The important factor which would determine this

limit is . .

(poo1)1-
that is, a factor of the form / P(A +0 . Using

Stirling's formula (22) we find
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^K4- * 0 J
P(X-h) ^[-(X + OJ O rr) [a-h±)lcj(-l-ti)] { I -f OCijJ^2#44)
Now the right hand side of eqn. (2.44) tends to zero for large

JL in all directions of the X plane defined by | X | < ^ ,

This is, of course, no longer true along the imaginary axis.
V/e have therefore established that

1—13(1,k) ■= 1 -Uv \^Y-*r"VL. (o 41?}
Ul->oo * <J v * Jl

in the upper half k plane given by I^-k > o • A similar
analysis yields in the case of N\ (X,k) , the result

L.v~ NU» =0 , lla-̂AI<^4 (2>4g)
in -> ®o

in the k plane defined by 0 . Similarly one

finds that for the Born term

-O ia^Xl^'Vx. .
\X\->oo 1 <> (2.47)

in the strip of the k plane

Collecting all these results we find that

\__a— 'SCkk) — ^ X ) <"X_-
111 -> «»

(2.48)

in the common domain of the k plane for which (2.45), (2.46)

and (2.47) is valid. This domain is given by

C3 </*%_ (2.4$)
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This domain can be improved to include the strip <lwk<o
below the real k axis, by considering the forms (1.25) and

(1.28) for and respectively. To

include the case when M- ~ ° » ih© obvious step would be
to prove the uniform convergence of and

for real positive values of k. This is extremely difficult

to do, as we can no longer take bounds to demonstrate the

existence of "E> ^) (A, -VO and as defined by

(2.2) and (2.21) respectively.

Finally, it will prove instructuve to indicate the steps

necessary to extend our method to include the case when

tends to infinity along the imaginary axis. It is well known

that the desired asymptotic behaviour of the amplitude when -L
tends to infinity along the imaginary axis is valid only

for real positive values of k. This means that we would have

to prove the uniform convergence of "XD and N(-ijW)
when X • As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
this is extremely difficult to demonstrate.
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3* The Many Gharmel Case

The starting point of the many channel problem is the set

of coupled radial Schrodinger equations

r

<k

JtCl+0
T

M

/*,=!
(3.1)

for the channel components " ' -> 'V/ of "the time

independent wave function. The channel wave numbers are defined

hy

(j^ — EK^)
(3.2)

where E is the total energyt E^ and are respectively
the excitation energy and the reduced mass of the channel .

We shall consider only the case of a finite number of discrete

channels. The potentials V«ys are assumed to be super¬
positions of Yukawa potentials and have the form

, eO

\4a (:<') -^Y (r}
A0

(3.3)

where (Tup, Cj*) — Off* °)
This condition implies that

for > o as m -> °oA
s oO

■=MVK/!,<A>h <°° (3.U)

We combine N different column wave functions into a

square matrix

Vp = ■ ■> N
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and then write (3.1) in the matrix notation

^ + - Vwl ¥ - °
cW1- — -V

where

(3.5)

l~]v = S? ' (3.6)

3ach column of ^ then solves (3.1) and the columns differ

from one another by their boundary conditions.

The solutions ^ for physical K and J— can be
defined through the integral equation

-]T (X' Gc4;(^ Y^;CA(3.7)
O

where (-*-/&/"*3 is the solution of (3.5) without the

potential. The Green* s function Q (j_} KjV,vy~) is repre¬
sented in the form

G«(^K;^0= - t
^ OAjlC^V^^CVv')

^ (3.8)

The analytic continuation of Q"*" for complex X and K is
defined through

r co

^ (3.9)

and



v^') - , , <r

**>•- — ' - - «] v*--v ^
C>

-t- ? (3*io)

We can now formally define the solutions K,v) of

(3.5) for complex JL and K through the integral equation (3.7)
with Q (x, k j ^ 'J defined through equation (3.9) and (3.10),

The behaviour of the free solution at infinity is known to be

(XK,01L]i ^v]- t ^svjJ
(3.11)

As in the one channel case we define *3 (X, K) for complex

and K through the asymptotic relation

0^]X{-^t-v^V1
[~-vl w] b'KY1 %f> (^!l)j ( 3.12)

This definition is purely formal.

We introduce solutions hl>v) a*1*3- H C"*-;
defined through the boundary conditions

,v)
^ ryX* I £

f
(3.13)

and

> [' vW*Y] £ (3.1*0
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where H 0^0 are the Hankel functions of the second

kind. Also the regular solutions <£p (Jl, K can be expressed
in the form

E(*■> K,"<) bf FT(l, -K ) - F^-k^k'F^K)
(3.15)

11 __ It
where T denotes the transposed matrix and the Jost functions

F (*, ±. K) are defined by

.tJf /^iTl
F (F± k) = WM? (F k E CF± k <4 V I dv

F

(3.16)

The asymptotic behaviour of 5 (^-F F>v^) can 1,6 obtained
from (3.12+) and (3.15)

_ \
V

-V CO 2. —f! k j]- v It] j\ FF]k

xjkf7"£t(FK)[Ft(F-15)] k"11 Ft(f-K )
(3.17)

lomparison with (3.12) enables one to write

S(FK) = k" FT(x, k) FT(i,-k)]"lk-^[\XTr] (3.18)

and

¥ (*,!<,-) = kLi(^^)[ET(^-K)]''F— (3.19)



Also

v) = k- f'%K,v)[F«T^-k)]''k^ 20)

and

pw^-k) = ^ r (*+%XTI
(3.21)

Using (3.13) and (3.21) we have

v) = ApS7 R- J^Ckv) =%(kv)

Prom the Schrodinger equation satisfied by ^ ?V )
vq^/Co)^ ^ Yj one readily obtains
r oO

av 5"t)Tvw^ = ¥wrdi r J
<=\~v e^V

CO

o

(3.22)

and

Evaluation at the lower limit on the right hand side gives zero.

Evaluation at the upper limit yields i- [ *2 ~ l] '1^-
Ilence we have

S(l,k) - I ■= -2ik
_ )

/• oo

dw T'^VCv)^ k" (3.23)
o

where I is the N x N unit matrix. This formula is conveniently

written in the form

N , fxJ

S^(kk)-%!<, - %CV0 Kjv)
(3.2U)
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Let us write formally the tfredholm solution^ of ^ 0-, K ,v)
oO

"%«/> & !< ,v) =MiOv) 8,. + A"' dv Axyi (-»>!<%(V')
(3.25)

where A and (A k • vjV'3 are defined "by

a=^AA7TT|A'n^ = t ' \ S=| o

21'MJI [g, (*, K AsaOvk)]
lvi > • •;"v>v

(3.26)
and

^(x>k;v>Y') —o= s(^;v,v<)y(^+AA7nPV)
✓W= | ' V S=| i J

GC*>k; v.y^VAO GfrK;Y.yi)V(vt)

G(kki v, ,v)VA') g (i,k ■ v, /,)VM

- GO.K; r

G(t,£; Y-/0 VAO GG.k; ^/,)yG.). . . G^-y^)y(vJ^
VM '

(3.27)

Substitution of (3.25) Into (3.2h) yields

-L ( W
(-Ak) ~ — — 2.\ ^ dy 'U^V) \/^ (y)y) ly

_J_
2_

I
NJ y- OO

. U
/• OO

^ / I ~W
° o o

4-v//Ux0vy)V«
Ao( ftG, K * YvO / \ I ——

(3. 28)A

Using the representation ( 3.91 and the fact that.
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oo /
= "Tj^cry»(/A)1

y*6

'ywS-Kk* r/l^A'

y* > \3^-V^\-\-\J—Vy^\ (3,29)

— Q 6^ ^,-kp, , ^jj^) ( say)

one can perform the various r-integrations to obtain
0°

— / nv , oO

a - 1+x;^ JZ(n[-»v^ "" ^ V. "Xa. -W- C ~ l ^

1
__ _ i -»- u

^,>v . j^AV \,s=| O «s

X j ft (A kv i^s > *lr >*v) II ) (^ - (, z' - --» N) (3.30)
Wc(,

and

f tO ^ cO
Q. cW

© o

oO

^6^xC!<^)yM AO.Kj %^)IA^CKV0) - N(l,K)

C-0
/W 1

CO

<\^~o s = o

X \

4r Q;0-> "V ftO-» K/^t)
£Q(l; *v>W) -V£<kfc„fe,)

* S(x> ^A-0
- xfSO-i fc»,K)

. . - i Q(l;
3\X«- 'W ^-> (3.31)

One can obtain similar expressions for A. and by using

the representation (3.10). We can now express eq. (3.28) in the

form
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where A and /^<ys are given by (3.30) and (3.31). Prom
the form of the expressions for A and we note the

remarkable similarity with their single channel counterparts.

The various steps of the analysis with regard to the establish¬

ment of the analyticity properties and asymptotic behaviour for

large JL are identical to the single channel c^se. As in the

single channel case the results with regard to analyticity are

that the partial wave 3-matrix is analytic in the product of

the finite A* plane, with cuts extending from A* = + \/Ao/i_-
to =- + ^ 00 and 4?.* = c? to - \ do and. the finite

-plane given by TZjlJL :> — / . For physical X these

cuts start at ± . \ e also find that have branch

( 25)
points which are given by v

Using (3.2) this can be written as an equation in E, thereby

giving the position of the branch points in the E plane.

The results with regard to asymptotic behaviour is essentially

similar to the single channel case, namely that

that is, these branch points occur at

(3.33)
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for

1X1 -^oo

<L 31 -R^Jt > - )

"" ^e^A.1 — °
Ll-^»«=> '

i- 1

valid in the strip of the plane defined by

o <1 -Y
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APP73TDIX

We wish to show that for

V^X> -i
(A.l)

I3JL [•kflaC-lj^ks)])^ c-o-vh^ +VI-)^ o<€C-k, > - |
(A.2)

|-t4+lXL(X,^,»|^ ^>_l^ I^|<yu>
(A.3)

1k^'-ciC^^)| ^CMfrC^+^t ° *4 < -tj^ > -1
a^a |l~,k|<M0 (A*U)

Using (2.6) and the condition (1.3) on the potential we have

( j\RxA+l
HW-MI* 6^r"

fir / , i_ \R^X+l o \ , i

< l'Uf . 0. . ul„ - -vJV , Pti>-|**- ■ :t.+ *s

11 / i \{^l+\m: \^l+) olJr
1 - (K//J+K) ^fU > -)

Co-'C/\ -f" Vt) ^ ° ^ ^ ^ R--S--I > j

where a is any positive constant and where we have used the

fact that^ ^ ^

(?fc-) See Grobner and Hofneiter "Integraltafel", Zweiter teil, p.331
for existence of integral.
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\-e(jL+V)"
We have

4je
;> [(-

Cc-4", ° ^^ i. (say)

IV

ji_ / \
^ yC"+ ky4 -k^4- ^sky co^^-y

X
-*r tfcJU-} ■2^1+1

4- ks 'At 4T Ck-y 4- ccrsAr )

y Cz^^V" (j*- 4- M£~) o <1 £ <1 -^_ R*-t> — i
To prove (A.3) we have

r TT

u*
Jt+l

>r^4"AC 4- AC 4-T-k, K X~)
2Rxi4|

<ii
where

(A.5)

\y-u|^u(uQkW(M)|
1M.> 4

— M^-V-^-V c^r- ct—k^x4-
/ (A.6)

4-4C-v xks-k-^cwC)
— Q.jy"RjLk.^(.T^-k^ 4- CX-~4<0 "C <^c"5Cj (A.7)

Now

j JwJpJoA^l+l) ViV»v
(A.8)

and
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l^^'a+oW'^z+u)] (A.9)
Also from (A.6)

—

J^c -V ^5 — (w -W)^~~-f j^T^c-k.) -f 4^y CosAr ^
^ y^2~ -V-Hs^Sw^Ar — (x^-k)^ (A.10)

>^r-Cx—to1- (Aai)

that iS' J+^+4^" > I ^ ^-M)1" with il^kl<ka
(A.12)

Using (A.8), (A.9) and (A.12) we find that (A.5) becomes

|^kU!_£L(x;k,-k)j^C<a-S^|-k) JvU|TJ|^C- (J~AO^ *-
RXA >-lj )T~AdkM&

for finite X and 4=1 •

Finally

i n ( Ml VFUl+l

'PU^-I

<k cca-A)r r7^ if"
V \^+l

Zf-l^hkk? ^ ^ ~~'
;wk llvJ< |<yw,

where we have used (A.9), (A.IO) and (A. 12). The proof now

proceeds as in (A.l) and we obtain

l^'lLfXk,ks)\< ccw4-(^+^)€, o<6<-k)T^i>-|
<A | Tv^-kl '^yMo



h» Operator Methods in Two Particle Potential Scattering

We "begin this section "by using the methods of functional

analysis to rederive seme of the results of the previous three

sections. These operator techniques (as they are sometimes

called) "besides "being very elegant, have the advantage of

deriving the results in a concise fashion.

We suppose that we are in the centre of mass system, p

"being the absolute value of the momentum of either particle .

Our Hilbert space is , the space of square Integrable

functions of the real variable . To avoid confusion later,

the operators in this space will be denoted by putting hats on

them. The free Ilamiltonian operator is then given by

= v1"s0-'--K), o;m» = "§(>-¥>

In our notation

= tqO-0 (U.2)

&CO =[Ht -*?]'
We define the resolvent operator by

-I

U.3)
A

where I is the unit operator and s a complex parameter.

In other words

v
o - r

(U.U)

* We have found it convenient to conform to the notation employed
in (5) and accordingly have employed the symbol p to denote the
centre of mass momentum instead of k as we have been hitherto
doing.
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Our potentials are defined by
. rvO

<4/*- (o^
j/*k U.5)

(The k is to avoid confusion later). The asymptotic behaviour

of the functions 0.^ for large X is given by

«£> -^
where ~ GarX--1 "Z = -b \Tz2~- I ^
a ) ~ fiiX XL h'1"1 () + OO"1))^' r(^) ^ V A

Also

|zl» Irfr+S)
y/e now consider the total Hamiltonian operator

fH _

H* 1 1 c k

U.6)

U.7)

(U.8)

and its resolvent operator

GX) =
i

H M.
s i] (U.9)

It satisfies an identity, the so-called second resolvent

equation A

Glcs) = tioo-otitic*)
A , A. 0 ^ A c

GiG) - Glwv.a.d) U.10)

We define the partial wave transition operators through the

equation
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Tico= v.- vrgv^v. (u.ii)-Vt.

Substitution of (2.10) into this equation yields

"He*) -vK- v^dtwfi<o
= VK - T tCO&WV.

Oomparison with eq. (4.11) shows that

Gtcofi^) = di^)vK
fx(0 Git c*-) = VkGl^)

(4.12)

(4.13)

,C5)We now introduce a few definitions and theorems^ Jt which we

shall require throughout the rest of the thesis.

A Schmidt operator is an operator K, which can be written

as an integral transform with a kernel VcC^ 1f0 satisfying
the condition

|o\^y | °° (If. 14)
✓s

The Schmidt norm of K will be defined as the square root of

this integral and will be denoted by CT ( K") •

The bound of an operator is defined by

IKII - GvJf 11 H*T li, IM = 1 (4.15)

where is any element of the defining Hilbert space. It can

be shown that the bound is weaker than the Schmidt norm^

(4.16)
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An important fact about Schmidt operators is^

Theorem III: The product of a Schmidt operator with any

bounded operator is a Schmidt operator.

Let us now define analyticity for operators in our Hilbert

space.

A family of operators K(-Xs) depending on complex

parameters X and S is defined to be analytic in some domain

of the product space if < ^P, I K \ ^ is an analytic

function of X and S for every % f 92. in the defining

Hilbert space.

.Ve also define meromorphic operators in A(A, Sj by the form

K (M) -- k.c^o -V JZ7^Ms)+SZWtf^M
-V ,-vv = 1 ^ X J

n'?

i,-' }/*~ " (U.17)

where O is analytic in and (*=>.) »

<v~ (X) are analytic in S and X in the domain A(-l>^)
respectively. AlsoX\.is an operator independent of

both X and S .

The condition for an integral transform with a kernel

K(V,1fS X,s) depending analytically on complex parameters

X and S to be an analytic operator is^
Theorem IV: For the integral transform with a kernel

V<( V, YA X, s} to represent an operator k utiich
is operator analytic in X and S in some domain A(l,s)^it is



necessary and sufficient that the functions W C'fc',1f*; s)
be analytic in X and $ for each real p*, p, and that the

operator k(XO be uniformly bounded in every interior

subset of A('X s) ,

( 5)
We shall also require the following theorem^ '

Theorem V: Let KC-XO be a set of operators depending on

the complex parameters X and S and satisfying the following

four conditions:

(i) K(XO is operator analytic in X and S in some con¬

nected domain A(a,s3 .

(ii) for each X and S in A(Xs) and seme finite /v^ independent

of X and $ , £k6X^is a Schmidt operator,

(iii) there exists at least one point X* in for

which H K I! "X 1 for any $ in ,

(iv) there exists at least one point 5A in A (X 0 for

which ]| K C*,0// ^ ^ for alW in ^ 9

then jj + * is meromorphic in A(XO a11*3- tlie
residue of its poles all have finite rank.

Let us apply these theorems to the integral equations (1+.10)

and (J*.12), The kernel in both cases are the same and is

KOk'O — VK • Theorem IV then tells us that
this kernel is operator analytic in X and $ in a domain which

is the product of the S plane except for a cut along the

positive real axis and the X plane excluding the pointsi =H~2; ■ •;>

where it has simple poles.

To apply the third theorem to our kernel we must investigate

the Schmidt norm
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• oO CO

|ct(k(I,S))] =
C oO

o~ (j*-) Q j

'/*K

rt
, *1— ^

(U.18)

The norm as it stands is not symmetrical. It has been shown
( 2Z)

by Brown, Fivel, Lee and Sawyerv that one obtains the optimum

bound with a symmetrized kernel which can be obtained by a coor¬

dinate transformation in our Hilbert space

-» [k(^)]a = Aft&OA'1
Such a transformation, whilst leaving the quantities

'JV ,
and invariant, does not leave the Schmidt norm

invariant. Hence we have that

dO . OO

I (T (KCA^))}^ J cA\>' j ol\> \
0

~ u'
Qjl\ 2.ft L), IK-SI

U.19)

Using (U.7) one sees that this norm remains finite provided

that f1 >
_ 3 (except for a simple pole at X = -1) and for

s not on the positive real axis. We also deduce from (U.19) end

(U.16) that the third and fourth condition of Theorem V are satis¬

fied.
/ty ^

Hence we can say that "T and G. CO are meromorphic

in a domain which is the product of the s plane, except for a

cut along the positive real axis and the X plane defined by

> - \
Now we know that apart from the continuous spectrum on the

positive real axis, k
has only discrete bound states. These



y , (\l
These "bound states are also the poles of , Since r\\^
is Herraitian, these must lie on the real axis.

To summarize then, our results tell us that for each real

P% P# U,V> and<V',MTicOlX»ts,> are analytic
in s except for the right hand cut and bound state poles.

They are also meromorphic in X for RvA ~ ~ .
c—-

It should be noted that our results relate to only off the

energy shell matrix elements. When we go back into the energy

shell

(U.20)

2 2
we pick up additional singularities in p' and p , It can be

shown that this just gives us the left hand cut.
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V. Three Particle Amplitudes - General

We shall be working in the centre of mass of the three

particle system. Let P denote the centre of mass momentum of

the three particle system, the centre of mass momentum of

the (1, 2) subsystem and ^ the momentum of the third particle
relative to the centre of mass of the (l, 2) subsystem. In this

system the total kinetic energy has the simple form

E0 = ?1Am + 3 (s.i)

where
/yw. | t/va.2.

M — Mil. —> J A^I 4-^2.

/VVV ^

.'VWI +W + (5.2)

an^ , -v^ f /vaa-3 are the masses of the particles.

We assume that the delta function arising from conservation

of total momentum has been factored out. Our defining Hilbert

space is then L e%/3 } . In general we shall operate

in a Hilbert space L-i. C ^ , where the subscripts

(if ;}, k) assume the values 1, 2 and 3 and are cyclic. Thus

altogether we have six momenta of which only two are linearly

independent. It is not difficult to show that

(5.3)

^tv + % 5 i; = nc;/ t +Y;Hr
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«y\(-teO__ K sy\C»eL\') 4- + w-te)

,• ^ /v^i,/n^v 4- 'W-V-v^-to)
(jK) *V\W_. S 1 ^

^\ ~~ ~~ ^ (^^+^^£yw<{-t'VvV-) (5,k)

"W\iAAO> __ _\ — Ttt <y\C<) __ , vi^_A 7 l* ) vvj 1 , ^ +^

In analogy to the two particle case we can define operators

in the three particle Hilbert space t-?_ C'Kp'VjO • We shall
write operators in the three particle Hilhert space without hats.

The free Hamiltonian operator \—I o ^ ^ is given "by

O,;<v*: iijL* | h L* I -uy LK,vv <vk>
•=CK/t'I + M k) ^O/- > S64~ <0 (5'5)
where X^ , are the quantum numbers associated with the
angular momentum of the CSsubsystem and that of the M. 4X-
particle around the centre of mass of the (>,;)-) subsystem. We

note that <

^y"A/A + AAmv Av/yvkx * A AM^
(5.6)

■ i L ^
The resolvent of M0 is

Q^"U*00 = [H^'Uk- sl_ -1

(5.7)

with
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<C^ *1*. , ^ ^h 1 Go1 *CS) |-Uj LH, hy 1/*A

=—

—7 —) sOtf-%) (5-8)^jAy^j + ^Am^-S V7 ^
V;e assume that the particles interact through pair potentials

vk > where, for exaii$)le, V3 represents the potential "between
the particles 1 and 2, and that these are local, generalized

Yukawa potentials of the type discussed in the two particle case.

Thus

■'Cfcy ^ 1 ^ ^ A " Ay Ay > tV(,) ^ ~T^}
(5.9)

with

i vfhp= (5.10)

We can also define the Hamiltonians of the two particle sub*

systems

HpL* = A Lk + Vfe
(5.11)

and the resolvents

HQpL\,)= [HpU~Sl] (5.12)

These operators satisfy the so-called second resolvent

equation
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G^'LkCO- Go,j kCs>VVG*J COk

= qAV^co - G£?'L*covkc#'Lk<y (5*13)
From them we can form the two particle transition operators

U CO = Vk - Vk Lfe CS3Vk 5au)

Substitution of (5.13) into this equation yields

ThLte(s) = vv -

= V T^COGM^jV,,
(5.15)

V, >*.

Comparison with equation (5.1^) shows that

<£i Lk(>) LkG)=G$' l"6) Vk .

T^wCOG^LkCO =KG$^CO (5"l6)
We are now ready to define the three particle transition

operators. These are thirty two in number, corresponding to the

four different classes of asymptotic scattering states, each with
( 5)

a different free HamiltonianN J . The free Hamiltonian for three

particle scattering is i-j 0 , whereas that for particle 1 plus

a (2, 3) bound state is M, » etc.
The thirty two transition operators are given in terms of

the resolvent (Green*s function) of the total Hamiltonian

G(s)= [h-si] 1 (5.17)
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by<5)
ie'(»= ziv.-rLvr&wvs

v v S

Ul.*0) = 2ZVv -H2IVvGfe>Vs— "Y
t -r s ^ k

U&'fc) = Evr -22 3E v.Gfe)Vs (5-18)
US'© = 22 V, -H H vr oovs

%y\dt

U£ CO =EVs-LEV,G (s)V,
3 -V S

U«*oo = XI Vs - 2Z 2E vy G(sjvs
*** ^ (5.19)

UE<?) = 21 v5 -TZH^qco^
* s

u*1(?) =Evs-E HvvG(s)vs
-v^^. s^x

where in the summations r, s runs through the values 1, 2 and 3.

Also the cyclic rule for the indices (i j k) does not apply for

the subscripts occurring in the operators U(^) . The super¬

scripts (_±) represent an ambiguity in the extension off the

energy shell. It can be shown' ^ that the (±) versions will be

identical on the energy shell. To interpret these amplitudes a

typical matrix element describing the scattering of the n-th bound

state of the (i, 3) subsystem into the m-th bound state of the

(3 k) subsystem

(ip + -k = O*) +">•



with initial and final momenta "Ul, and ^k; will look like

j<*v^V(t/-)< Hi i.i lu^'wi tv%>^ cK (tY)
where if/+? ) » £ to;0 are tlie appropriate bound
state wave functions.

Now we have altogether five resolvents. The definitions are

GCO = [H0 + V,+V^+V;-si]->
GkCs) = [H. + Vh-sl]-1
G.CO = [H.- SI]-'

Prom these we can derive the second resolvent equations

GCO = -J2 GfcCON4GCO
"Y^fK

= G*CO-XlGks>VvGi*CO
-y^=K

and

GCO = Go CO - XI GoCOVC GCO
Y

= GoCO -X, GOO VvG„GO
~Y

If we substitute (5.23) and (5.2U) into the definitions (5.18),

(5.19) of our transition operators, we shall obtain

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.210
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UXO) =Ev, -XI UX CS)G^)V
v *r

u£<*> = z: vv - z: us? cs)g^(s)v1
v -v+k

us 6) = zz vv -n uitte) (5xo v,

v ^
(5.25)

. , ky

us«-r:y.-z:uKo>;k,^GXs)V,

and

(5.26)

uE« = Ev,-i:vT qm UE co
V V

U"*Cs;) = ~ ZZvvGvoot4tco
U 4io co ~ jz vv — 2ZZ vvGvC0 u.t~o

U^(s) = 2Zvv - ZZVvOvCs)U^cO
(£) (4.)

Lovelacew/ has called these the Fadeev equations • They are

not quite the same as the equations given by Fadeev, but the

kernels are the same and they have similar properties.

We now wish to derive the partial wave integral equations

corresponding to equations (5.25) and (5.26). If we take matrix

elements we note that the equations (5.25) are composed of a sum

of terms of the form

<% "X IVJ £,*.% > - <% "V* I U kv (s) Gy (s) Vr 1J» Kl£>
~ Ik I U^5COi , 6^7) (5.27)

where the subscript r can take the values 1, 2 and 3. All the
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other terms which go to make up the set of equations (2.25) are of

a very similar type, so much so, that if we are able to write down
the partial wave equation corresponding to (5.27)» we can, without

any further calculation, also write down the equations for the

complete set. To see how all this comes about let us calculate

the partial wave equations corresponding to aquation (5.27). We

have

<% \uKc*>l t,^> = < K; Ik IV-1w>

i u^ooi

x ID+S.WW]"it*i?><\ G°6)I
(5.28)

where the subscripts (r, s, t) are assumed cyclic and can take the

values 1, 2 and 3, and where we have written

Qv(<i) = [|+ GoCV>VV]~I£LOO (5.29)

which, in their more familiar form is the second resolvent equation

QvCs) = G.CO- G.«VrG,(?)
= G.CO -

We now introduce the expansions

<%%\v£&\&-&> =72 72<4,>;,v-v~y
-ty »+y22 x<K-^Z-l<s>st-&£><<-?!&'&''>

0'v< ^Mquts&l*****"'L*N2 frfv>
(5.30)
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~ ^ )£,;(ttj I -^St- ^Str^
L"'M" x < «„' (fj,' j;) <£/(^^) I Lv Mv,>

X /V (i'l*^) <kt (.t)klO><V̂My 6,(tjH%) & (t)hkdy

X^(V; h'v k;+Y*1kI, lY^+Yf^l)
x s (h1^ K;+Y;H„' I -1 Y;* t> +v\?^ I)
x^{(hTtv ^^^ i) ixrv^t^r^- o}"1

(5.31)

where

©sVO^k) = flY(Y^Y/+Y^), 6y(tylD=^
4vU&:sO , #(*&)= i'(Y^Y+T;HO
are the polar and azimuthal angles corresponding to the vectors

Y^+Y^Yk and respectively.

Oi*tf ID * eas>Vv]-' IKO =5Z<«/^XWO'~

/ "' Hi/"

A /// , /// -lit

x& (YY fYYT^hvY,^ ■L7 | [i +GY vj-1 |_C l » tv?Y">
(5.32)

and
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<&j"|G.&>v,ifeA> =XZ«>J |V^XC+;"|umv>
Lv Mv X<V1~^>-|85)-(t;l'i.')+si-(t^li')>

K<WMv|sy(t,«f

x uv (v;^h(;:x+YX; i) & (c -1%ttxi)

C 33)

and finally

=2Z 22 <X2X>>^« ^/4 Mi>
1-4 M4 u Milh

x20?2 t»K4 )" '< ^4Mi /uiteo
(5.34)

Substituting these expansions into (5.28) and using the orthogonality

property of the spherical harmonics, one obtains after projecting
out the partial wave components, the equation
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IU£- 60

/ '/ — '/A

] <10.;USl'k<*!rM4'P<t+ Hi-?MX'>
L5 At "

X\cUXyk

X k(Wjf.;+'Ti)kl -h'/Kt^+X-V,!)
<t>0 ✓ eo eO ,-eO

^ o c> o o

*<«■v;,wiL'+Gh^w^-'iu^Kfof-^;+§
xU%]4A;<-tsf-»*/<-|8^><'-"M''l^+,><l!l;*^/i^*><^+,/'-,'M.'>
x suvw&sK, l^ft^nTV.i)

(5.35)
where

= (^vO{(h%'+Yri; iXit^+T^ i)
x (hjrtjK+Tft- ixrn';i t^T^i)}"1

(5.36)

^Cb^ii) = (Vv ){(h;TV y?'&■ IXh;: v-Y-\ I))"1
(5.37)

and where XLVj , ^-"k are the solid angles corresponding
to the vectors -^=> , <^j>K , respectively.
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ve -

We now go over to the presentation

<VLvTM ] ~ ^ ^ J" M V Myj
(5.38)

where r T M I L-v are usuai ciebsch-

Gordan coefficients. Since the three particle amplitudes must

he diagonal in the total angular momentum J and M, this repre¬

sentation proves convenient. We have from (5.35) after use of

the orthogonality property of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,

<\-^tr*nA-s±- l~r My )l$f Ly J" M'L Y J~M
^Jr Hy c

~ ^jTy MM y
(5.39)

the equation

<*4< ,l!j ^JM IU<gO0 J/k J-M, %>
=y^ ua'j J"M \^y

ciXLi A£l;<*»^ 3"M iMk ?V><<V^* 0; jm>

* VvCws- j i, iY;?t>+Yfl.l)
X*S (hVt>'+WkI - l%tt,K +V|^l)

, CO ©O /" «0 f

"I '<! V / Ht"
J-ij'L-y c, o o a

, z//2- "/ ^

Vt-L" I [l+So" V(S)V, ] ' |-'-.t Lv, ^

x <V;L; JM ii^L,mm>

HY IYYvlYYIKY-I^VTfid) ' "'40)
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Let us now examine what happens to equation (.5,40) for various

possible values of the subscript r. The subscript r can assume

the values i, j and k and in each case the values of the pair of

subscripts (s, t) are determined automatically by the cyclic rule,
We consider each case separately.

(a) r = j. In this case there is nothing particular to

observe other than the fact that the subscripts (s, t) would

assume the values (ki).

(b) r=k. In this case we shall have

fTMtyWKXWBMlJy'LtTM}
(5.41)

thus reducing the summation in the Born term in (5.40) to a single

term. Further, we x^ould also have

(5.42)

It becomes especially easy to see how (5.42) comes about when one

realises that

»^| (y) _ 'Vjf*) __ j Oj c<vi) — -Vj^ — olJ * 1 (5.43)

It is obvious that (5.43) is consistent with the set of relations

given by (5.3).

(c) r = i. In this case we shall obtain

I Qt Qi^k'fykLi f 5.4*0
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thus reducing the summations in both the terms in (5,40) to single

terms. Also we would have

All these statements can be checked by performing calculations

with the appropriate particular expressions in the same way as we

have done for a general case with equation (5.27). have still

to discuss another possibility. Had we looked at the first

equation of the set indicated in (5.25)s we would have been led to

consider an equation of the form

< % I u c„+i'(?)1- < t;% I vk i ty
- <ty% I U^(s)G*(sX I tj%>

If we now perform a calculation similar to that done in the

case of (5.27)5 we would have had besides (5.41) and (5.44),

(5.45)

(5.46)

(5.47)

1 (5.48)

(5.49)

It now proves appropriate to discuss the continuation In the

total angular momentum J of the various quantities given in
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(5«40). There are at least two possible ways in which we can

continue in the total angular momentum. Either we can

(i) keep fixed and continue through L^ , or

(ii) keep L^ fixed and continue through Jxj' •

In either case, for physical values of the angular momenta,

the values of J are given by

} itj — L-fa. )jy + , xv+ L*~1 j ■ • -> 1 y
We shall consider only the first of the above two possi¬

bilities. The reason why we do not discuss the second possi¬

bility is that we are unable to prove that the kernel in question

is Schmidt#

If we continue through it proves convenient to make

the transformation^

T+J-* = L*

in the appropriate quantities given in (5.40). It also proves

convenient to Introduce the modified potential operators 1$k; Or)
defined by

ic CT) I
oO A-X& f r

-22 X2 U-a»)d'n-fc<-,v3"+J* T H X 6* >
** " ° ~isr <<0i j- K -hf I-i/t jW J M>

X

x

UiVpi-a.; <-Wi- T+X" 3-MIMwsAX®,**,. m tm>
; ,%a) i\^Tt;11 'nIX l)

xS(iY-X+n*X1 <5,SI)
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which enables one to write equation (5.40) in the simple form

< tyk,V I US?(^ s)) fc,k<K>

x<K< j«-i; |u>;v (r) Iv*,v*;>

(5.52)

The operator form of this equation is

u'fuo = -u^co -
x (£**+*■*W'tr) (5>?3)

Also introducing modified potential operators l90o Co\) , ^ofe.(vT)
and CO defined by

<ty'%''»*»' |1C ftv> =K+yX/jXIC
(5.54)

(5.555

<1^* if** I tVc(W= I ^^ (5.56)

As with the subscripts occurring in the three particle scattering

operators » the cyclic rule does not apply to the

subscripts of the modified potential operators , so
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that for Instance, we may have k = i in each of the defining

equations (5.54 - 5.56).

We can now Immediately write down the partial wave operator

equations corresponding to equations (5.25) and (5.26):

=EC or) -H
-r y

uitfes) =r:u;c^)
•y nr^--k

(5.57)

USfo*) ^lEt^co -IZ a;
<"y "y

UttCv) =21 ^(t) -H. U£ (^gE^Cs)^ Ccr)
y y*<i

and

uri&o=rcw
-y -y

ufctoo =n u&oo -n u«feO
v

(5.58)

=£Zi&Gr>-ECwg^t+Jvcou^c^s;
"t

Ui"foO =EC cr) - HCWGvW+Vui1ft 0
-Ydr \ k

where

G^T+Av00 = 0 + Gfu'T+'tvCs)V,]",G^:r+JvC%) (5>59)
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6. AnalyticItv Properties of Three Particle Amplitudes

In this section we shall investigate the analyticity properties

of our three particle amplitudes with the aid of the theorems given

in Section 4 of this paper. This necessitates the study of the

kernels of the sets of equations (5*57) and (5.58).

However, before we do so, we shall find it useful to investi¬

gate at first the analyticity properties of operators of the form

[i + dvT+H%>vj (6.1)

Let us recall that these operators have their origin in the two

particle Green's function

qM+^(S) = [I +
which occur in the kernels of our partial wave Integral equations.

We first observe that the connection between the matrix elements

of the operator (6.1) in the three particle Hilbert space

Lx (foj, an<* the matrix elements of the corresponding operator
in the two particle subspace L-x(lPy) is given by^

]-'|H,%>

It is important to note that the total energy in our two particle

subsystem is not s but ^

Now our two particle results derived in Section 4 tell us that
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<*v',iv ID + IV) vU'1Uf tv> (6.3)
is meromorphic in s except for a right hand cut along the positive

real axis. Hence a pole term of (6.3)!

Ew + s
corresponding to a two particle bound state will become

—$ 6k' -\) (6.4)

in our three particle Hilbert space. In general when we take

matrix elements we integrate over , °\/^ • This has the
effect of turning the pole into a cut along the line °°J
Hence the matrix elements of our operators (6.1) have branch

points at S — - Hw • Physically this corresponds to the
L

right hand cut for the scattering of the two particle bound state

(of binding energy ) by the third particle.

It will prove interesting to discuss the analyticity pro¬

perties of operators of the form (6.1)lad we continued in the

total angular momentian J through » keeping i-fixed,
instead of, as we have already done, continued in J through

keeping Xy fixed. In such a case it would be convenient to
write

T+±V (6.5)

instead of (5.50). V/e would then have to consider, instead of

(6.1) the operator
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[i+G^^COV,]"1 (6.6)

Also the equation corresponding to (6,2) would then be

< v,; t+a; ,nI0 + Gf+J» Lko;>vR13-+>v'u, h,%>
=O' X+Jr' | D +GP^-^MOVk]" |TtJ-' fu>S(^-%)' 4 v 4 (6<?)

Nov/ as far as analyticity properties in the total energy is con¬

cerned we could carry on the very same arguments as in the previous

case and arrive at precisely the same results. Now, hov/ever, we

have a new and interesting possibility to discuss, namely, the

analyticity properties of our operator (6.6) in the total angular

momentum J •

From our two particle results we know that the right hand side

of (6.7) is meromorphic in J in the domain "R*. (_3"+Jby)> —
This means that a typical pole term will look like

^py.ty.s) s
J - (-hp ) <6*8>

Generally speaking, when we take matrix elements we integrate over

"H/ * and this would produce dynamical cuts in the
(11}

J-plane. Some authorsv ' have predicted the existence of such

cuts in the total angular momentum plane J for this particular

continuation. As mentioned earlier, we shall not pursue this case

any further. The reason for this is that we have not been able to

prove that the square of the kernel in this case is Schmidt. In
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fact, we strongly suspect that the Schmidt norm of any power of

this kernel diverges.

We are now ready to resume the main trend of our argument,

that is to study the kernels of the sets of equations (5.57) and

(5.58). These equations may be written in matrix foim, in which

case, for instance, the kernel of the second set of equations

(5.58) may be written as a4x 4 matrix:

/ ! j/ O

o o

o V£(*) $}.****&) °
L . . .

(6.9)

where the two particle Green's function is given by (5.59).

The kernel of the first set of equations is the transpose of

this matrix.

The square of the matrix (6.9) is again a 4x4 matrix each

of whose elements consists of a sum of terms of the form

13* C=r)G^^OO ^

x^COG^^OL' + ^G^^^)]'1 »io)
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As we have seen at the beginning of this section the operators

+ [\+V*G^+i\s)]->
are analytic except on the three particle and bound state scattering

cuts. These operators therefore will also be bounded in this domain.

We can now use Theorem III which tells us that the product of any

bounded operator with a Schmidt operator is a Schmidt operator, so

that in order to show that (4.11) is a Schmidt operator it suffices

to show that

13'COG^y* ^ v v y w (6.11)

is also one.

We now use the fact that f^ can be written as
—-1 ~-y

linear combinations of ^ and

(6.12)
__ CV)cP 4-

Ly i J7 *.
where the -5 's are rather cumbersome expressions Involving only

the masses of the three particles. Taking matrix elements of

(U.12) we have
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, oO

11
o o

<v;Kfcr)G>1^CO^ifcOG>^I
= (ciXljVf | A-^-t' jAGL^XlX-jh. I+Jx X M I^KGjkXX 4» tjKi\)

iY^+Y?^ i b(j%v+ 0

xscv-hji'^t^y^j), t<,u ^,L——y- _s
x«. (t/*iC)^ (&#; s;c&!;■)>%(&%) i ek>^«,
x ^ (K5°v+ £ I ®x,;i.'; y,^ ^)

X

/V*7 ~^~ ^K"/2MK "5 ^<9^0 <t ( ) QK( ) 4hO j-^-y T Mj>
(6.13)

where Tj (Kf^ *VUg+*v) «* %"(VA^)
are used to denote vectors with the components

(H^ and C ®}>%) • respectively
and

©v() = +1TX I, )
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() = 4>„(l
7 "

0*() = e*(hc*03>+^c^*le*''4'k;;^
4>*() - Aii^^

We can perform the integrations over <^// , and also the
angular integrations with respect to ? A
to obtain

<>/• ^>4* ■*>■ I r+*'< W r*r*(sJ lIy*K ^ >
=: | JJXL^ |JiXl/;<l)k T+A' 7M16/*%^ C fe/x i*')
x La;fAa; ^(^V;h7^+7^U-«
* i .

K*°a;+ ^r<s;} + a;yM/ - s
x %(_Acf&+ ; h^&K+^{9/^/)

—<C®ij <§v®-k$kMvJ'+i*™>
= k(7R j J,

(say) (6.14)

X- ±

VAxy + -

where
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©tl = a. o*.hXtfi+W'l,W)
t °

#y = h%t,Wtfi,w)
®k = (H /^ 5 ' WiV> *>>+')
$k = 4^0^'+^'/,^^;

(6.15)

and

§/= Q/0^t/^'i:-iw)

(6.16)

The Schmidt norm of (6.14) Is

™^^*krx>roo(oC r(}
^WyJ \I^1v; Ts))

-7«* 7 MJ~ *-tT <> ° a °
-XJK -Jty

o

(6.17)

Now one can show that (6.17) is convergent as far as the

integrations are concerned. This is easily seen when we remember

that the potentials and are bounded for real

* i^-y. » • That this is so can be inferred
from (5*10) and the asymptotic relation (4.7) of the Legendre

functions (z) • It then follows by power counting that
(6.17) converges as far as the integrations are concerned. Also

(6.17) converges with respect to the summations over Jy and
JcM. for if we take bounds on the kernel K as given in (6.14),
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we see that it is sufficient to consider

do -+4 ly £*0

y > .i^r- yz(^+.)i^r<-
(

where we have made use of the asymptotic relation (4.6) to show the

convergence of the series.

To show that the Schmidt norm of our kernel K converges with

respect to the remaining summations is a more difficult task and

requires subtler techniques.

Let us write our kernel K in the form

(6.18)

where the explicit form of the function can be read off from

(6.14). It is sufficient for us here to remark that the function

dg is of bounded variation in the variables
and <^V • We now use the fact that

J M l<$/kf/K<9v £/>

j(x,'k JM \it'Ky7t^M;><yh *"/klfyKt,Z > /#,&■>
(6.19)

where we note that the summations over AA^yn. and M*' are finite
and that we must always have

■AAAyK 4- Mx " M
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The continuation of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients implied in

(6.19) is the one employed by Charap and Squires^^. An examination

of the right hand side of (6.19) shows that whilst sane of the

branch cuts associated with this continuation of the Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients are cancelled by those associated with the spherical

harmonics, we are still left with square root factors in the ex¬

pression for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which will give rise
to kinematical branch cuts. Bxactly similar conclusions are

obtained when we examine the factor 5?^ ©k.iE?k| M^>
occurring in the kernel (4.15)• It is worth noting that one .

obtains similar kinematical cuts in the case of two particle

amplitudes with spin^. However, Charap and Squires have shown^0^
that these cuts cancel out in the full amplitude. Mathematically

speaking, the case of three particle amplitudes bears a very close

similarity with those of their two particle counterpart with in¬

finite s!pin. The fact of infinite spin should not make any

essential difference with the conclusions provided, of course,

the summations involving the spin indices are convergent. This

line of reasoning has led us strongly to suspect that these

kinematical cuts associated with the three particle amplitudes

will eventually cancel out in the full amplitude.

We continue our proof of the convergence of the Schmidt norm

of the kernel K, with respect to the summations over

and • For large values of Xjk and IAr(' ) we have
the asymptotic forms^2^*

<-t/k T+*V T M ll/k-AM'Mv> — /-fv /
(6.20)

it This can be checked by using Racahfs formula for the Clebsch-
C-ordan coefficients^2</•
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and (28)

I 0/kAA A

cc^y
L_ (cc^[(V*H)0,fe- 5+^~"] ^[vS^k] * 0 (^
A

V "vw-
^ k oO

€ *=■? $A ^ tt - 6 ^ > o

<T+A-;-K'|<9t <A>

,{co«[(T+*+i)a- - g f M-4>;+Ofe)}— C-CA^sV"-

(6.21)

U-A*5

(6.22)

Using (6.18), (6.19), (6.20), (6.21) and (6.22) we obtain

\K| ACaw£^
rxlT A fit*

i>k
ji fi (<w

o o

CCrS
X

^ yvtA-^/s. TT
<f- + o(1/xG

*A

x

■^" c>\X^ ^
e<^[(.3>>i+i)e,' - f- + M'Al'}+ 0(j5jj

AAAAA (6.23)

„ (29)
We now use the following form of the Rieman-Lebesque Lemma •

If ^Ce) be of bounded variation in the range (a, b) then,
as X 00 ^

|cAe^vc&) w(\©) — 0(A)
g-
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We have from (6,23) by a double use of this Lemma.

J-)H & -~Jjk
££ikr<^££|{ofey}{o(, /=A.' f' tV -a »./ L V JL

(4.2?)

This completes the proof of the convergence of the Schmidt norm

of K. It is not difficult to check that the conditions (lii)

and (iv) of Theorem V are also satisfied in a domain which does not

Include the various right hand and klnematical cuts.

We therefore have that the three particle amplitudes are

meromorphic in a domain (J, s) which is a product of the

s-plane, excluding the various right hand cuts and the J-plane

excluding the kinematical cuts.
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